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Introduction

Quantitative genetics is the study of 
continuously measured traits (such as height 
or weight) and their mechanisms

It can be an extension of simple Mendelian
inheritance in that the combined effects of 
one or more genes and the environments in 
which they are expressed give rise to 
continuous distributions of phenotypic values



Quantitative Genetics
Quantitative Genetics is that branch of Population 

Genetics which deals with phenotypes which vary 
continuously, and are best dealt with using 
Statistics (Biometrics)

The phenotypes and underlying genotypes are 
summarised by measures of Central Tendency 
(e.g. the Mean) and Variability (e.g. the Variance)

Unlike Population Genetics, the phenotypes are not 
readily classifiable into "classes", of which a 
census may be ascertained.



Some attributes may be analysable either way, depending 
upon the metric used to quantify them

Mendel himself had to discuss this matter in his famous 
paper, especially with respect to his attribute 

Quantitative Genetic analyses are heavily dependant on 
appropriate population Mating Systems, allowing 
zygotic frequencies to be specified appropriately from 
the gametic frequencies giving rise to them

Consequently, it can analyse phenotypic results arising 
from many situations, such as small mating-groups, 
gene,  genetic drift, and inbreeding



It can analyse and explain heredity in its passage 
through both space (populations) and time 
(generations)

It allows an understanding of methods used in 
plant and animal breeding, and of micro-
evolution (e.g. Natural Selection)



History
The field was founded, in evolutionary terms, by the 

originators of the modern synthesis, R.A. Fisher, 
Sewall Wright and J. B. S. Haldane, and aimed to 
predict the response to selection given data on the 
phenotype and relationships of individuals

Analysis of Quantitative Trait Loci, or QTL, is a more 
recent addition to the study of quantitative genetics. 
A QTL is a region in the genome that affects the trait 
or traits of interest

Quantitative trait loci approaches require accurate 
phenotypic, pedigree and genotypic data from a large 
number of individuals



Basic principles

The phenotypic value (P) of an individual is the 
combined effect of the genotypic value (G) 
and the environmental deviation (E):

P = G + E
The genotypic value is the combined effect of all 

the genetic effects, including nuclear genes, 
mitochondrial genes and interactions between 
the genes
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Quantitative Genetic analyses are heavily dependant on appropriate population Mating Systems, allowing zygotic frequencies to be specified appropriately from the gametic frequencies giving rise to them



Consequently, it can analyse phenotypic results arising from many situations, such as small mating-groups, gene,  genetic drift, and inbreeding







It can analyse and explain heredity in its passage through both space (populations) and time (generations)



It allows an understanding of methods used in plant and animal breeding, and of micro-evolution (e.g. Natural Selection)







History

The field was founded, in evolutionary terms, by the originators of the modern synthesis, R.A. Fisher, Sewall Wright and J. B. S. Haldane, and aimed to predict the response to selection given data on the phenotype and relationships of individuals



Analysis of Quantitative Trait Loci, or QTL, is a more recent addition to the study of quantitative genetics. A QTL is a region in the genome that affects the trait or traits of interest



Quantitative trait loci approaches require accurate phenotypic, pedigree and genotypic data from a large number of individuals





Basic principles

The phenotypic value (P) of an individual is the combined effect of the genotypic value (G) and the environmental deviation (E):

				P = G + E

The genotypic value is the combined effect of all the genetic effects, including nuclear genes, mitochondrial genes and interactions between the genes
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